
   
OK, a new season but the same old question and one that has seen good numbers of MBSC sailors 
answer with a yes for the past two seasons.   If you have seen this document before hopefully you 
are already a “convert” if not then perhaps you might like to consider answering with a “Yes!” 

School Term 3 means the “official” sailing season is getting pretty close.  So it’s time to consider 
options for the forthcoming season and one option is to sail New Zealand’s most iconic sailing 
dinghy and take your sailing to a new level whilst having an absolute blast. 

Even the most ardent supporter of the P-Class would not suggest that a return to the old days of the 
P being NZ’s learn-to-sail boat would be a positive step.   The Optimist has well and truly taken that 
mantle.   But the P is an excellent next step on the sailing ladder with a new range of skills needing 
to be acquired, especially if one is to master some of its “foibles”. And, whilst the numbers seen on 
the water at any one event are relatively small the calibre of the sailors when it comes to the major 
events is impressive. 

 

 

Why Sail a P? 

 Your sailing CV will include sailing NZ’s most famous class of sailing boat. 

 Without getting too focussed on size and weight of the jockey, the P is well suited to the typical 
size and weight of most Opti sailors. 

 This was the boat that launched the sailing careers of almost all NZ sailors of any note over the 
past 60 years; Dean Barker, Russell Coutts, Chris Dickson, Leslie Egnot, Jo Aleh (in fact pretty 
much any NZ sailor of any note whether past or present).   So do you think that just maybe 
sailing the P gave these sailors a firm grounding in the basics of sailing? 

  



 The P is a more technically challenging boat than the Opti with additional controls for the sailor to 
get their head around in order to sail the boat well and fast (and upright).  If your sailor is now 
“comfortable” in an Opti then the P provides a perfect platform for extending their technical 
sailing skills prior to confronting the Starling (which requires a larger jockey). 

 The P will improve the sailor’s boat handling as the P is less forgiving than an Opti; this will 
almost certainly realise an improvement in Opti boat handling and hiking! 

 The smaller P fleets means an increased emphasis on race tactics; with less boats in the way 
there is more opportunity to focus on tactical decisions – again see this transfer back to the Opti. 

 The Opti season is long and intensive, the P provides an alternative that keeps the sailor “fresh”. 

 Take a look at the MBSC sailors that sailed the P in recent seasons: 
o 2010-11; everyone one of them made selection for an Opti NZ Sailing team – and in 

case you need reminding one of them also took out the NZ Opti Nationals!   Not 
convinced, apart from the MBSC sailors, 11 of the NZ Opti team members sailed  a P 
that season.  

o 2011-12; can’t quite claim the same % success for MBSC sailors but if all 17 had 
qualified for NZ teams that wouldn’t leave room for anyone else!  As it was, 8 MBSC 
P sailors either qualified for or attended one of the Opti InterContinental regattas, 
including all three of the MBSC sailors in the Worlds team.   And just to be boring, the 
NZ Opti National Champion, again! 

o 2012-13; four out of the five MBSC sailors selected for NZ representation sailed a P 
and the 5th has already decided will sail a P this season.   Further, two Wakatere 
sailors that sailed a P (out of Murrays Bay) made NZ selection, and by the way one 
of them is the 2-12-13 Opti national Champion (different sailor but again!). 

o Very compelling evidence that sailing a P will make you a better (Opti) sailor. 

 The major P events complement the Opti calendar – effectively the P season is limited to the first 
half of the sailing season.   P coaching is scheduled on a different day to Opti coaching.  So you 
can get a head start on your Opti only contemporaries -  new skills and more time on the water. 

Why Not? 

 Yes there is the cost of an additional boat but most P’s are available for considerably less than 
even an average condition Opti and there are also several P owners around that are prepared to 
lease their boats at quite modest rates. 

 Be prepared for some extra swims . 

What’s planned? 

 Auckland Champs, Kohi, 24-25 Aug – a nice trophy to kick off the season with. 

 Ice-Breaker, Lake Pupuke, 14 Sep – not too serious and perhaps a great opportunity to race your 
“new” P in a regatta for the first time if you think Auck Champs might be a bit too much 1st time 
out. 

 Winter Champs – this will include a P-clinic however Opti sailors will probably want to focus on 
Opti as a precursor to Opti North Islands, 1-6 Oct. 

 P-Class Auckland Champs 

 P-Class North Islands. 

 P-Class MBSC Club Champs; this is run separately from Club Champs, so you can aim to be 
Club Champ in multiple classes! 

 Sir Peter Blake, Torbay, (first weekend in December)  

 Tanner Cup Trials (North Harbour rep)  (mid December) 

 Tanner and Tauranga Cup (P Nationals)   (always early January)   

 
Contact the MBSC P Class Rep for more information. 


